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強い相互作用による補正→格子QCD計算が必要

Σ−(sdd) n(udd)

W− e−
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フレーバーSU(3)対称性が厳密であれば
強い相互作用による繰り込みを受けない
が現実の世界はその破れにより、強い相
互作用の補正を受けることになる。
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! ハイペロンβ崩壊によりカビボ-小林-益川行列
要素の一つVusを決めることができる

崩壊確率∝ |Vus|2|f1(0)|2
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FIG. 4: Chiral extrapolation of f̃1(0) for Ξ → Σ (left) and Σ → N (right). In each panel, the filled circles denote our

results obtained with the three ensembles, while open circles are extrapolated results at the physical point using a global

fitting procedure described in the text. Fitting curves indicated by solid and dashed curves represent the fitting results for the

simulated strange mass ams = 0.04 and the physical one, respectively. The AGT fit results are also included as filled diamond

symbols, which have been moved slightly to the right, for comparison.
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[] Recently, first principles calculations of the Kl3 form fac-

tor f+ contributes to significantly reduce theoretical un-

certainty on |Vus|, which are now compatible with its

precision given by current experiments, as well as the ra-

tio of the decay constants fK and fπ from lattice QCD [?
].

[] Conventionally, (MB −Mb)/MB is adopted in Eq. (??)

to be the small parameter δ [? ? ]. However, our def-

inition of the SU(3) breaking parameter, δ = (MB −
Mb)/(MB + Mb), is theoretically preferable for consider-

ing the time-reversal symmetry on the matrix elements

of hyperon beta decays in lattice QCD calculations [? ?
]. Accordingly, a factor of (MB + Mb)/MB is different in

definitions of g2, g3, f2 and f3 form factors in comparison

to those adopted in experiments.

[] Preliminary results obtained at amud = 0.005 were first

reported in Ref. [? ].

[] We note that q2
quoted here is defined in the Euclidean

metric convention. See details of our convention found in

Ref. [? ].

[] Indeed, they use the common value of f̃1 = 0.99(2),
which is regarded as an educated guess, for all five decay

modes including the neutron beta decay in order to ex-

tract |Vus| from hyperon beta decays within the large Nc

framework. Due to large uncertainty of f̃1, the resulting

value of |Vus| = 0.226(5) receives much larger error than

other determinations of |Vus|.
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